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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION
The Water Resources Division, a component of the Department of Natural 
Resources and Conservation (DNRC), has determined that further 
decentralization of its public services is necessary. Department 
administrators have been analyzing the possibility of moving more of the 
Department's functions out of Helena closer to the public it serves, in their 
opinion, a number of services presently provided only in Helena could 
possibly be relocated to field offices. Such a reorganization could provide 
more efficient and cost-effective service to the public.
This analysis was also reaffirmed In numerous public inquiries throughout 
the state. People who must work with DNRC regarding the Department's 
regulatory functions are questioning why they must travel from the far 
corners of the state to Helena to conduct their business with the Department 
when the DNRC has water rights field offices located throughout the state.
Currently, the nine water rights field offices throughout Montana only 
perform Division water right permitting and adjudication functions. Division 
administrators believe that field office functions should be expanded to 
include as many duties within the Division as practical. Possible additional 
tasks include those associated with dam safety, the Board of Water Well 
Contractors (BWWC), surface/groundwater monitoring, state water projects, 
state water planning, and floodplain management.
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An apparent problem within the Division is that most of Its public 
services are centralized in Helena. Therefore, the need exists for many of 
these services to be transferred from the Division's Helena office to the 
public It serves.
While the need exists, a number of major questions remain unanswered. 
Can decentralization take place within a state agency when the State of 
Montana Is suffering financially and when revenue collected by the State has 
decreased? if so, how would it be structured and implemented without 
additional revenue? Without additional staff and increased bureaucracy, 
how would public services be decentralized?
This paper will examine a number of Division functions and suggest 
which of those functions would be better handled by the Division's field 
offices. Not all Division functions would possibly benefit from 
decentralization; therefore, it is the Division's goal to deliver to the public 
only those services likely to improve overall efficiency and cost- 
effectiveness. As a second goal, the Division plans to Implement the 
decentralization process within existing budget and full-time employee (FTE) 
constraints.
The scope of this research project includes the following steps:
A. Organize a small task force of experienced and knowledgeable Water 
Resources Division employees, including field office personnel, to 
assist In addressing the problem;
B. Identify the purpose and objectives of the proposed decentralization;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
C. Identify the Division's existing functions;
D. Solicit input from each of the nine field offices;
E. Contact other state agencies that have either attempted or 
implemented decentralization;
F. Identify and prioritize programs and tasks that could be better handled 
by the field offices;
G. Prepare projected budget recommendations;
H. Suggest an organizational structure; and
I. Recommend implementation procedures.
This paper will (1) analyze Division programs in detail and discuss 
detailed responses from field office managers and other state agencies 
necessary to achieve project goals; and (2) summarize the evaluation of the 
Water Resources Division's decentralization proposal. The report's eight 
sections include an introduction, synopsis of recommendations, program 
prioritization, field office prioritization, budget recommendations, 
organizational structure recommendations, implementation plan 
recommendation, and conclusion.
This evaluation is based upon input from each task force member, along 
with the results of an informal survey of each field office. Each field office 
manager was sent a survey requesting information on whether additional 
budget and FTEs would be required if that office was required to perform 
additional duties.
The decentralization proposal was also discussed with Ron Marcoux,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Deputy Director of the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (DFWP), and 
Randy Mosley, Field Operations Division Administrator of the Department of 
State Lands (DSL). Many of the final recommendations are based upon a 
close examination of DFWP and DSL successes and failures.
Please note that in order for decentralization to be successfully 
undertaken and achieved, further detailed work needs to be accomplished. 
Suggestions regarding additional work are listed on page 13.
The merits of decentralizing public services are numerous, and the 
reasons for pursuing the task are also plentiful. Doing a better job and 
better serving the public are constant priorities of public administrators. This 
particular division is no exception, as it proposes to make available to the 
public more of the services it performs. This will be accomplished by 
increasing the number of public services available throughout the state.
"Decentralization multiplies the public service bundles available to citizens 
through the propagation of government units" (Zax, 1989, p. 560).
Through decentralization, more government offices and/or services are 
located within a given area. Yet this propagation of government units could 
create problems or solve them. Zax points out that one possible result of 
this propagation is efficient provision of local public services. This is the 
objective of the decentralization effort that has been proposed by the 
Division administrator.
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Section II 
SYNOPSIS
The transfer of many Division programs and tasks will likely provide 
better, overall service to the public. Analyses of and discussions with other 
agencies, however, show that decentralization generally requires additional 
FTEs and may prove too costly to implement. Although decentralization 
appears to be most beneficial from a public-service standpoint, its benefits 
may diminish as cost-effectiveness is considered. It is recommended that in 
order for decentralization to be fully implemented, the Montana Legislature 
must provide additional FTEs and funding, although partial implementation of 
decentralization can begin now within current FTE and budget constraints. 
This paper prescribes decentralization implementation centered on the 
premise that additional funding and FTEs will not be forthcoming. It is 
therefore recommend that decentralization be undertaken slowly and 
cautiously, using a three-phased, three-year approach.
Each of the Division's six major programs were targeted for potential field 
office decentralization. Prioritized by public need, safety, and benefit 
criteria, they include the following:
A. Dam Safety;
B. Board of Water Well Contractors;
C. Surface/Groundwater Monitoring (Special Projects);
D. State Water Projects;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
E. State Water Plan: Basin Planning; and
F. Floodplain Management.
Major program prioritizations are summarized on pages 10 through 13. 
These prioritizations also include a recommendation in regard to specific 
duties for which the field offices would be responsible. A seventh program— 
Environmental Quality Council (EGO) Groundwater Monitoring—was identified 
although not prioritized. This function, recommended by the EQC's 
Groundwater Data Task Force, is part of a large program that, if 
implemented, would provide its own outside funding. For this reason, the 
program was not ranked or prioritized. A request may possibly be made in 
the future to place the program in the Division's field offices. Other 
programs that may still be evaluated to determine whether they warrant 
decentralization are listed on pages 13 and 14.
The field offices were asked to prioritize the same six programs examined 
by the task force. Field office results matched those of the task force with 
one exception-numbers 5 and 6 were reversed. Further prioritization details 
are outlined in Sections III and IV.
The task force strongly recommended that all field office administrative 
functions (budget, work plans, work projects, and prioritizations) be placed 
under the responsibility of a field office coordinator. It is also recommended 
that a Division administrator serve as the field office coordinator to manage 
all field office functions for the entire Division. This coordinator would need
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to monitor implementation procedures closely to ensure adequate funding of 
programs within field offices and to coordinate project and program 
prioritization. The coordinator's responsibilities would also include ensuring 
that decentralization within the field offices would be implemented in a 
uniform and consistent manner. Another recommendation suggests the 
inclusion of a field office training coordinator as part of the decentralization 
process. The DFWP and DSL made it clear that this individual would play a 
key role in ensuring the initial and ongoing success of the decentralization.
A current transfer of Division budget funds to the field offices is 
necessary to fund the initial transfer of work to the field offices. Various 
methods of providing more funding to the field offices to support their 
additional workloads have also been explored. During initial implementation 
of the decentralization, the transfer of Division funds to the field offices may 
prove adequate, in the event, however, a field office operating budget is 
exhausted due to an increased workload, field office managers should have 
access to various Helena program numbers in order to complete assigned 
tasks. (Helena program numbers are accounting entities that include the 
budget dollars of the Division.) Access to these program numbers would be 
available for operating expenses only and would require approval and 
coordination with the individual responsible for the program. This approach 
of providing additional budget to the field offices would require coordination 
and cooperation between the two people most responsible for the work
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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being completed.
A longer-term budget recommendation involves simply allocating a 
budget to the field office coordinator for the entire biennium based on work 
plans and anticipated program responsibilities. This type of annual transfer 
of funds would place more responsibility on each field manager and require 
less communication with Helena staff. To ensure adequate funding and 
staffing, accurate documentation of actual time spent on each program by 
each field office would be essential.
The proposed organizational structure for reorganization places the field 
offices under the jurisdiction of an assistant administrator and creates a 
training officer position, it also proposes that the existing Water Rights 
Bureau be charged with administering regulatory programs; the BWWC 
would also be included in this bureau (see proposed organizational chart on 
page 23).
Implementation of the decentralization would be approached through 
three phases:
* Phase 1 : The Division administrator's existing implementation as of
April 13, 1990.
* Phase 2: Implementation of all dam safety and BWWC tasks as
identified; this phase would be undertaken by July 1991.
* Phase 3: Implementation of the remaining tasks during the following
biennium (July 1993).
Additional staff required for the field offices during decentralization would 
be transferred from Helena as they are available, and some Water Resources
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Division functions would be transferred to the field offices to provide better 
public service. Another recommendation is that position descriptions for 
future field office vacancies be rewritten to reflect multi-programmatic 
functions. For example, when a program assistant or water resource 
specialist leaves, position descriptions would be changed, and the new 
person hired would perform a broader range of functions in the respective 
field office.
it is important that existing Water Management Bureau staff and 
programs remain intact and continue to function as a group. The bureau 
staff consists primarily of surface and groundwater hydrologists and 
planners who comprise the core staff that performs the bureau's major 
functions. Reducing this staff would seriously affect its ability to function 
as a group or team of individuals who depend on each other to complete 
various components of a hydrologie project. When vacancies occur, 
however, the positions should be analyzed to determine whether they may 
better serve the public in a field office.
The budget and staff needs of each field office was analyzed in depth 
from data collected in the survey. Section VII further addresses more 
detailed individual field office budget and staff recommendations.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Section ill 
TASK FORCE PRIORITIZATION
The field office decentralization task force evaluated eight Water 
Resources Division programs outlined by the Division administrator. Two 
programs—water rights new appropriations and water rights adjudication— 
were evaluated to determine which tasks now performed by the field offices 
would benefit by being handled by the Helena central office instead. Since 
several areas identified were already actively being pursued by the Water 
Rights Bureau, no recommendation for additional centralization of field office 
duties is included in this report. The remaining six programs—dam safety. 
Board of Water Well Contractors, surface/groundwater monitoring, state 
water projects, state water plan basin planning, and floodplain management- 
“were evaluated to determine which tasks in these programs could be better 
handled by the field offices (i.e., decentralized).
The task force first identified major program tasks warranting 
decentralization and ranked them in order of importance.
A. Dam Safety Tasks
1. Act as point of contact for owners of regulated dams, answer 
questions, and keep up to date on changes in the dam safety 
program.
2. Accept high-hazard applications and filing fees:
a. survey cross-sections,
b. check downstream hazards,
c. verify reservoir dimensions, and
10
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d. check applications for completeness.
3. Assist with field investigations of dam safety complaints:
a. analyze preliminary resources,
b. assemble factual field support data, and
c. expedite classification processing.
4. Perform simple dam-break analysis of significant-hazard dams, 
update dam inventory, locate current owners, eliminate dams 
from records lacking significant hazard (engineering background 
needed).
5. Perform periodic inspections during repair or modification of high- 
hazard dams to ensure proper construction practices.
6. Assist the Helena office in providing emergency assistance 
involving dams.
7. Monitor area rainfall irregularities, dam problems, and potential 
dam failures.
8. Assist with public workshops and awareness programs at the 
local level, i.e., inform public of status and inventory of high- 
hazard dams.
B. Board of Water Well Contractors Tasks
1. Provide information on rules and regulations.
2. investigate construction standards and complaints.
3. investigate unlicensed drillers.
4. Administer exams at the field office.
5. Provide training for licensees in map-reading and legal 
descriptions.
C. Surface/Groundwater Monitoring (Special Projects) Tasks
1. Collect special project data and measure water (e.g., seepage 
studies on state-owned canals).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2. Assist In performing maintenance on measuring devices.
3. Carry out special requests from water commissioners to measure 
headgates and ditches, check measuring devices, etc.
D. State Water Project Tasks
1. Attend annual meetings.
2. Collect data for various reservoirs (e.g., piezometer measurements 
and canal seepage studies).
3. Assist in monitoring land management leases (hay, land, and 
grazing) as required.
4. Assist Engineering Bureau In preliminary surveying for structures 
and land right-of-way as required.
5. Conduct project inspections and inventory.
6 Construct and Inspect small structures.
7. Assist with the design of small structures as required (diversion 
structures, measuring devices, etc.).
8. Research for project disposition (e.g., courthouse records).
E. State Water Plan: Basin Planning Tasks
1. Assist in setting up basin advisory committees for local basins.
2. Provide administrative, organizational, and committee research 
assistance (e.g., setting up meetings, mailings, minutes).
3 Provide technical assistance (e.g., legal, engineering hydrology),
4, Oversight and follow-up on plan implementation.
F. Floodplain Management Tasks
1. Respond to public requests for assistance, information, and copies 
of floodplain maps.
2. Maintain floodplain map depository.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3. Assist in conducting field measurements and inspections.
G. Groundwater Monitoring Tasks
This function, recommended by the EQC's Groundwater Data Task 
Force, is part of a large program that, if implemented, would provide 
its own outside funding. For this reason, the program was not 
ranked or prioritized. Primary field office duties related to this 
program include the following:
1. Maintain a high level of quality and consistency in all 
measurements in accordance with Montana Bureau of Mines and 
Geology procedures.
2. Assist with knowledge of local areas to help select wells for the 
monitoring network.
3. Collect scheduled water-level measurements under the direction 
of the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology.
4. Regularly maintain water-level recorders.
Finally, the task force prioritized these six programs in terms of their 
importance in decentralizing the identified tasks (see Table 1). This priority 
ranking was based on public health, safety, and benefit criteria.
Interestingly, Items C and D, and Items G and F were ranked so closely in 
the priority listing that they almost tied.
The task force identified other programs for evaluation to determine the 
merit of decentralizing these programs-or specific tasks within these 
programs-to the field offices In the near future. These include:
A. Water Rights Administration:
• claims examination data entry,
• issue of permits, certificates, change authorizations, and
• noticing of permits, changes, extensions of time.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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B. Special Studies:
• Musselshell River basin closure, and
• Milk River betterment project.
C. Weather Modification
D. Yellowstone River Compact Administration
E. Fort Peck Compact Administration
F. Water Reservation Administration:
• Clark Fork River basin, and
• Missouri River basin.
G. Dam Rehabilitation
H. Technical Water Rights Investigations Related to Permit and Change 
Applications
I. Hydrography Program
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 1
PRIORITIZATION OF PROGRAMS • WATER RESOURCES DECENTRAUZATION
Task Force 
Members
£1 £2 £3 £4 £5 il £2 £ i £9 Task Force 
Consensus
A. Oem Safety 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 t 1
6. Board of Water Well Contractors 1 2 1 2 4 1 2 2 4 2
C. Surface/Groundwater Monitoring 
(Spacial ProjactsI 4 5 5 4 2 4 3 4 3 3
D. State Water Proiacts 5 4 3 5 5 3 5 5 2 4
E. Groundwater Monitoring Bacauaa thia task Is to be supported with outside funding In the future. It wee not conaldered In the priority Hat 
at this time.
F. State Water Plan: Basin Planning 6 6 4 3 6 5 4 3 6 5
G. Floodplain Management 3 3 6 6 3 6 6 6 S 8
■D
CD
The task fores fsit that Itsms C and D, and Items G and F were rar>ked so closely in the prionty listing that they almost tied. Prioritizing was based on public 
health, safety, and benefit criteria.
C/)
C/)
Ul
Section IV
FIELD OFFICE PRIORITIZATION
(Programs and individual tasks that could be better handled
by the field offices)
This ranking includes only six programs, since EQC Groundwater 
Monitoring will receive its own funding and FTEs. Field office managers 
were surveyed for their input into program prioritization by requesting 
responses in three major areas:
A. Tasks handled with existing budget and staff;
B. Tasks requiring additional staff only; and
C. Tasks requiring additional budget only.
The field office managers prioritized the programs based on public 
health, public benefits, safety, and need criteria (see Table 2). These results 
were then sent back to the field office managers so that they could add a
fourth column showing the number of times each individual program task
was undertaken during the past year. As an added benefit, the managers 
also provided the actual number of hours worked on non-water rights 
programs and tasks (see Table 3 in Appendix B).
The field office managers' priorities are summarized in Table 2. Their 
rankings of dam safety, Board of Water Well Contractors, 
Surface/groundwater monitoring (special projects), and state water projects 
were identical to those of the task force; floodplain management and the 
state water plan were reversed.
16
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Table 3 (see Appendix B) provides results of the ranking and frequency 
of task accomplishment for each of the nine field offices. No responses 
were received from two of the field offices (column 4). The other field 
offices were already doing most of the tasks under field office priorities 
number 1, 2, and 3, with a significant amount of time being spent on 
priorities number 1 and 2. Six field offices are already working on tasks in 
priority number 4, and the other three offices are experienced in working on 
priorities number 5 and 6.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 2
PRIORITIZATION OF PROGRAMS - WATER RESOURCES DIVISION DECENTRALIZATION
Field Office Responses
Havre Billings Kalispell Lewistown Glasgow Bozeman
Miles
City Helena Missoula
Field
Office
Group
A. Dam Safaty: Taaka Inventory 
Taska Better Handled by the 
Field Offices
1 1 1 2 1 5 1 3 2 1 1
B. Board of Water WeH Contractors: 
Taska Better Handled by the 
Field Offices
2 2 2 3 2 4 2 2 1 2 2
C. Sufface/Grour>dwater Monitoring 
(Special Projects): Tasks Better 
Handled by the Field Offices
4 3 3 4 3 1 3 4 6 3 3
D. State Water Projects: Tasks to 
handled by the Field Offices
5 4 6 1 5 2 5 1 3 4 4
E. Floodplain management: Tasks 
Better Handled by the Field Offices
3 5 4 S 6 3 6 5 4 6 6
F. State Water Plan: Elasin Planning 
Tasks Better Handled by the Field 
Offices
B 6 5 6 4 6 4 6 5 6 5
G, Groundwater Monitoring 
(EQC Program)
Beeauee this task Is to be supported whh outside funding In the future. It was not considered In the prlorfty list at this time.
The task force feft that Items C and D were so closely ranked In the priority listing that they were tied. The prioritizing was based on public health, safety, and benefit criteria.
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Section V 
BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS
Field office budgets and work plans would be administered by the field 
office coordinator under the Division administrator's authority. The field 
offices will perform multi-programmatic functions for the Division, and their 
budgets will represent a variety of program objectives established annually 
as part of the Division's planning process. The field office coordinator's 
level of authority to delegate work assignments would be designated by the 
Division administrator; this authority is necessary to make final and binding 
decisions.
Budgets are normally allocated annually and monitored during the year. 
Work plans will provide the direction needed to carry out the Division's field 
office activities and will also help determine budget allocations. Field office 
budgets could be drafted from these work plans to represent the programs 
each office will be supporting.
The field office coordinator would also serve as the budget officer and 
assume responsibility for preparing and managing the Division's field office 
budget. Field office managers would be responsible to the field office 
coordinator for ensuring proper management of their assigned budgets. Field 
managers would exercise regional budget control as well as the authority to 
assign work to field office personnel within any program for which the field 
office is budgeted and authorized; an exception would involve legislative-
19
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mandated positions. The field office managers would also be authorized to 
purchase capital equipment as well as approve basic expenditures for daily 
office operations.
The Water Resources Division's budget is designed to support programs 
administered by the Division's three bureaus: Engineering, Water 
Management, and Water Rights. Since the field offices will be providing 
support to the entire Division, they may receive an allocation of the 
Division's budget, or an allocated amount could be determined by each field 
office's level of support for each program.
The field office coordinator should be allocated a budget for distribution 
to each field office. The budgeted amount would be supported by the 
activity level in each program conducted by the field office. So that proper 
budget allocations can be made, it is imperative that program activity and 
time be closely monitored and documented. Each field office manager 
should administer his own budget under the field office coordinator's 
direction. The budget funding source would be derived from existing 
Division programs.
Special requests or projects beyond the scope of the normal work plan 
will need to be assigned and approved by the field office coordinator. 
Special projects would be considered as those outside the realm of normal 
field office work plans and operating budgets. If it is determined that 
additional time and expenses are necessary for special projects, the field
20
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office coordinator would oversee the necessary transfer of funds and make 
the necessary work assignment changes in the work plan. This 
responsibility would allow the field manager a certain degree of flexibility to 
make charges against a program for which he is providing special field 
assistance. In considering future planning and budget allocations, the field 
offices would need to monitor the time spent working on various programs, 
thus making it easier for the field office coordinator and managers to reach 
sound decisions on budget matters and future FTE placement.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Section VI 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Ten options for the Water Resources Division organizational structure 
were considered before a final recommendation was made. This 
recommendation is represented by the organizational chart on page 23 
(Figure 1). Since the additional bureaucracy involved in creating another 
bureau was not advocated by the Division administrator, placing the field 
offices under an assistant administrator was recommended-a move intended 
to avoid overemphasizing only one or two programs, e.g., water rights.
All regulatory programs, including water rights, dam safety, floodplain 
management, and the Board of Water Well Contractors, would be placed in 
one bureau with three sections: (1) the Water Rights Section-including the 
adjudication, new appropriations, and records management programs; (2) the 
Board of Water Well Contractors Section; and (3) the Regulatory Program 
Section—including the dam safety and floodplain management programs.
Dam safety and floodplain management could be combined into this latter 
section because they are considered similar enough to justify placement into 
one section instead of two. Most task force members were reluctant to use 
the word "regulatory" to identify any sections or bureaus; however, no 
consensus was reached on a better name. This reluctance was premised 
primarily on the belief that the public served by DNRC does not like the 
regulatory function that public agencies must perform. Therefore, a title
22
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Figure 1. Proposed Decentralization Structure
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without the regulatory word may be more receptive to the public.
Members also expressed some concern about transferring the BWWC 
staff member to the Water Rights Bureau instead of leaving it in the Water 
Management Bureau. This concern surfaced because a BWWC Board 
member is also employed as a Water Rights Bureau administrator and would 
be supervising the BWWC employee. However, the recommendation was 
also considered appropriate since the BWWC is a regulatory program. Some 
of the group suggested that the BWWC could perhaps be merged into the 
same section as dam safety and floodplain management. The Engineering 
and Water Management bureaus would remain essentially intact, the 
exception being floodplain management and the BWWC moving to the 
reorganized Water Rights Bureau.
Extensive discussion focused on appropriate names for the current Water 
Management Bureau and the reorganized Water Rights Bureau, which would 
consolidate the regulatory programs. Those people in the Water 
Management Bureau did not want the bureau name to change to the Water 
Planning Bureau. They agreed that planning is a key function; however, 
surface and groundwater technical analysis is also a key function. The 
Water Rights Bureau people felt that the title of Water Management Bureau 
would better identify that bureau. Agreement was reached on at least 
changing the name of the Water Rights Bureau and possibly the Water 
Management Bureau. "Water Planning" was offered as a new name for
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"Water Management," a suggestion found objectionable by some task force 
members. Suggested names for the reorganized bureau included Water 
Management Bureau, Water Rights and Administration Bureau, and Water 
Administration Bureau. The task force ultimately decided that renaming the 
two bureaus was not essential at that time. The water rights field offices 
would be renamed to reflect the additional responsibilities acquired by the 
Division. Agreement was reached on referring to the field offices as "water 
resources field offices."
Since the field offices would assume additional responsibilities for a 
wider range of programs, a training officer would be hired. This individual 
would work closely with the field office coordinator and Division bureau 
chiefs to organize technical workshops to ensure adequate training for field 
office personnel. As noted on the organizational chart, this position would 
work within the Division administration.
The proposed organizational structure is similar to that within DFWP. 
Presentations made to the task force by DFWP representatives suggested 
that DFWP's organizational structure worked quite well; therefore, it was 
recommended that the assistant administrator responsible for the field 
offices be placed administratively in a similar position. This suggestion was 
made to hopefully prevent field office activity from undue influence by a 
specific bureau or program.
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Section VII 
IMPLEMENTATION
Division decentralization v^ould be conducted in three phases. Each 
successful completion of a phase would require that each office have 
available to it the staff and budget necessary to complete all tasks 
associated with a particular phase. Uniformity and consistency would be 
maintained only if staff and budget were balanced against the frequency of 
tasks performed in each field office area. This means that some offices 
would require only a small staff and minor budget adjustments, while others 
might need significant adjustments to accomplish the tasks involved with 
completing a phase. For example, DFWP oversees eight regional offices that 
are all responsible for the same general programs; the regions vary in size, 
however, from 15 to 100-plus FTEs, according to comments from Ron 
Marcoux of DFWP.
Each field office's staffing needs would be addressed through two 
avenues. First, as Division vacancies occur, those positions would be 
analyzed to determine whether they could be better utilized in a field office. 
Second, as field office vacancies occur, those positions would be analyzed 
to determine whether the position descriptions should be revised to better 
serve field office needs.
A. Decentralization Phases
The three phases that would fully decentralize the Water
26
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Resources Division are described below. Each phase describes those 
duties to be assumed by each field office in addition to existing 
water rights tasks.
Phase 1 : Implement the specific duties outlined in the Division 
administrator's April 13, 1990 memorandum regarding 
Division decentralization (see Appendix A).
Timeline: Immediate implementation.
Phase 2: Implement all dam safety and Board of Water Well 
Contractors tasks identified by the task force.
Timeline: Implementation by July 1991.
Phase 3: Implement the remaining tasks identified by the task force 
for the following programs:
• Surface/Groundwater Monitoring (Special Projects)
• State Water Projects
• Floodplain Management
• State Water Plan: Basin Planning
Timeline: Implementation by July 1993.
B. Current Staffing
Implementing the various tasks associated with each phase may 
require additional field office staff and budget. Since approval for 
additional staff is not expected from the legislature, additional staff 
must be transferred from the Helena central office as available. A
27
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brief look at the distribution of Division employees in Helena and 
presently decentralized throughout the state indicates what portion 
of the Division's people are presently in the field. Currently, a total 
of 142 FTEs comprise the Water Resources Division.
Division's Central Office (Helena) 
Field Offices
(located throughout Montana) 
TOTAL
69 FTEs (56%)
55 FTEs* (44%)
124 FTEs
* Includes two dam safety positions and one engineering position.
Further decentralization of the Division would possibly involve 
transferring a portion of the 69 FTEs in Helena to the field office 
locations.
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The following table provides a breakdown of the Division's central 
office staff by bureau and section.
BUREAU/SECTION FTEs
Administration 4.5
Dam Safety 2.0
Water Rights Bureau 22.0
Administration 2.0
New Appropriations 10.5
Adjudication 2.0
Records 7.5
Water Management Bureau 21.5
Administration 2.0
Hydrosciences 10.0
Water Planning 9.5
Engineering Bureau 19.0
Administration 2.0
Project Section 7.0
Project Rehab 5.0
Hydropower 3.0
Floodplain Management 2.0
TOTAL 69.0
From the above information, it is noted that 8-1/2 (10.5 FTE) percent 
of the people in the Division are in administrative positions that cannot 
be decentralized. It also indicates where FTEs may be available to be 
moved to the field offices. For example, it would be quite detrimental to 
move a position from a section that has only two or three FTEs. Those
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sections with more FTEs would be the first locations to analyze in 
deciding from which offices FTEs might be moved.
As noted at the beginning of this report, the purpose of the proposed 
decentralization is to provide better services to Montanans through 
additional decentralization of the Water Resources Division's functions. 
Pursuing this goal will require close scrutiny of Helena central office staff 
and its duties. Can these duties (and staff) be better or more efficiently 
handled in the field offices? Or should they continue to be handled in 
Helena? For example, does the Water Rights Bureau need 22 FTEs in 
Helena to function most efficiently? Ten of these employees are 
primarily responsible for entering data into a water rights data base, 
preparing notices, and issuing certificates, permits, and change 
authorizations. These functions could possibly be decentralized with the 
advent of direct-line entry via dedicated telephone lines. Under this 
scenario, each office would maintain its own processing staff.
C. Phase 1
This phase would implement the specific duties outlined in the
Division administrator's April 13, 1990 memorandum regarding Division
decentralization, which states:
Specific duties to be assumed immediately by the field offices are 
listed below.
State Water Projects. The field offices would be responsible for
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the following duties:
1. Attendance at annual meetings, including necessary 
follow-up.
2. Handle all routine work (hard to define but can be determined 
over a period of time), problems, and assistance requested by 
water users.
3. All water right matters would be handled by the Helena office, 
as well as duties that may have statewide sensitivity.
Special Projects. An increased effort will be made to transfer 
special projects to the field offices. For example, the Battle Creek 
storage site responsibilities would not be transferred because they 
involve negotiations with Saskatchewan that may impact other 
areas of the state effort. On the other hand, future state water 
plan basin planning efforts would be conducted by the field 
offices. Water availability studies and hydrologie studies would 
be completed by the field offices where possible.
Board of Water Well Contractors. The field offices will continue 
to perform field investigations as necessary.
Dam Safety. The field offices will continue to provide support to 
the dam safety program.
1. Evaluation - Phase 1
To evaluate whether Phase 1 duties can be immediately
assumed by the field offices, the duties were compared to the
comments outlined in Section III. It is Important to note that
most of the field office managers who responded to the survey
indicated that they could perform some or all of the duties
with existing staff. However, In the event that the duties
proved to be excessively time-consuming or required frequent
field visits, an additional full- or part-time FTE would be
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required. The following summarizes this evaluation.
a. Billings Field Office
The current staff appears sufficient to handle these duties. 
Billings recently increased its staff with an engineering 
specialist position but, to date, this position has not been 
tested for its impact on the tasks previously described. 
Additional budget is needed in all four areas.
b. Bozeman Field Office
Most tasks could be handled with current staff. However, 
certain complicated and time-consuming dam safety and state 
water project tasks would require additional staff. Whether a 
full-time FTE is needed to satisfy these tasks is questionable. 
Additional budget is needed in all areas except for the Board of 
Water Well Contractors.
c. Glasgow Field Office
All four areas could be handled with existing staff and 
budget, since the frequency of these tasks is minimal. It is 
also assumed that the engineer from Havre or Lewistown 
would handle tasks requiring engineering expertise.
d. Havre Field Office
All dam safety and Board of Water Well Contractors duties 
could be handled with current staff, although certain time­
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consuming special projects and state water projects would 
require more staff. Additional budget is needed in all areas.
e. Helena Field Office
Most dam safety and Board of Water Well Contractors 
duties could be handled with current staff. Certain time- 
consuming special projects and state water projects would 
require additional staff. Additional budget is needed in all 
areas.
f. Kalispell Field Office
Most tasks could be handled with current staff, although 
certain more-complicated and time-consuming dam safety, 
special project, and state water project tasks would require 
additional staff. Whether a full-time FTE would be required to 
satisfy these tasks is questionable. Additional budget is not 
required.
g. Lewistown Field Office
Board of Water Well Contractors duties could be handled 
with current staff, while the other three duty areas would 
require additional staff. Additional budget is not required.
h. Miles City Field Office
Based on current task frequency, the present staff appears 
sufficient. Certain time-consuming tasks such as construction
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inspections and monitoring would require additional staff. An 
increased budget is not required,
i. Missoula Field Office
All dam safety duties could be handled with current staff, 
but the other three duty areas would require more staff. 
Additional budget Is needed in all areas.
The dam safety program now employs two FTEs In the field 
offices: one in Kalispell and the other in Missoula. An 
agreement between the dam safety coordinator and the Water 
Rights Bureau chief and field managers involves each office 
contributing two-ninths FTE to assist with dam safety duties, 
which equates to approximately 55 days per year per office. 
The remaining seven/ninths FTE for the Kalispell and Missoula 
positions can be and is used for other Division duties.
Realistically, a review of the number of days spent by each 
office on dam safety tasks for Fiscal Year (FY) 1990 shows 
that the offices have contributed varying amounts of time.
The data in the following table was gathered from 
accountability reports maintained by field managers.
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Field Office Dam Safety Duties - FY 90  
Days/Year
Billings 27.9 Kalispell 7.0
Bozeman 2.0 Lewistown 26.1
Glasgow 11.6 Miles City 14.1
Havre 42.3 Missoula 8.6
Helena 7.5
The table presented below lists the number of days spent 
by each field office on Board of Water Well Contractors tasks 
for FY 90, also obtained from accountability reports 
maintained by field managers.
Field Office Board of Water Well Contractors Duties - FY 90
(Days/Year)
Billings 23.3 Kalispell 9.2
Bozeman 0.2 Lewistown 8.8
Glasgow 8.0 Miles City 0
Havre 3.0 Missoula 5.3
Helena 12.5
2. Summary of Comments to Implement Phase 1
Considering the comments received from each field office 
(see Section III) and the actual days spent working on dam 
safety and Board of Water Well Contractors tasks during FY 
90, the following list summarizes perceived staff and budget 
needs by the field offices.
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Field Office Comments
Billings:
Bozeman;
Glasgow:
Havre:
Helena:
Kalispell:
Lewistown:
Miles City:
Missoula:
Staff - sufficient 
Budget - additional need
Staff - need portion of an FTE 
Budget - additional required
Staff - sufficient 
Budget - sufficient
Staff - need portion of an FTE 
Budget - additional required
Staff - need portion of an FTE 
Budget - additional required
Staff - need portion of an FTE 
Budget - sufficient
Staff - need an FTE 
Budget - sufficient
Staff - sufficient 
Budget - sufficient
Staff - need an FTE 
Budget - additional required
When the field managers responded to the Information In 
Section III, several stated that although they had sufficient 
staff to handle most of the Phase 1 tasks, they did not have 
enough money. It was recognized that since complicated or 
time-consuming projects occurred infrequently, a full-time FTE 
would not be necessary. A solution to this concern would 
Involve placing an FTE In one office who would cover specific
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tasks for a multi-field office area.
3. Recommendations - Phase 1
The FTEs in each field office would be adjusted in 
proportion to the office's dam safety workload. If more than 
two/ninths FTE is needed in an office, it should be increased 
as needed and the time spent on dam safety in another office 
decreased where appropriate. The Board of Water Well 
Contractors would request one FTE from the legislature to 
respond to water well complaints and violations. While 
physically located in one field office, this FTE could have its 
work hours pro-rated among all offices.
The Missoula field office needs an additional water resource 
specialist so that the office's engineer can devote more time to 
Phase 1 duties. This engineer could also be assigned to work 
with the Kalispell office on its more-complicated Phase 1 
duties. In order to carry out state water plan basin planning 
efforts, one or more positions would need to be moved to a 
field office or offices as available, or else the description of an 
existing field office position would need to be rewritten. This 
method would provide local access for developing the basin 
plan.
D. Phase 2
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To implement all dam safety and Board of Water Well 
Contractors tasks as follows:
Dam Safety Tasks
Act as point of contact for owners of regulated dams, answer 
questions, and keep up to date on changes In the dam safety 
program.
Accept high-hazard applications and filing fees:
• survey cross-sections
• check downstream hazards
• verify reservoir dimensions
• check applications for completeness
Assist with field investigations of dam safety complaints:
• analyze preliminary resources
• assemble factual field support data
• expedite classification processing
Perform simple dam-break analysis of significant-hazard dams, 
update dam inventory, locate current owners, eliminate dams 
from records lacking significant hazard (engineering background 
needed).
Perform periodic inspections during repair or modification of high- 
hazard dams to ensure proper construction practices.
Assist Helena division in providing assistance in emergencies 
involving dams:
• locate owners,
' coordinate with Disaster and Emergency Services, and
• direct actions if necessary to ensure public safety.
Monitor area rainfall irregularities, dam problems, and potential 
dam failures.
Assist with public workshops and awareness programs at local 
level, i.e., inform public of status and inventory of high-hazard 
dams.
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Board of Water Well Contractors Tasks
Provide information on rules and regulations.
investigate construction standards and complaints.
Investigate unlicensed drillers.
Administer exams at the field office.
Provide training for licensees in map-reading and legal 
descriptions.
1. Evaluation - Phase 2
Under Phase 1 for dam safety, " . . .  field offices will continue 
to provide support to the dam safety program" (Fritz, 1990). At 
this point, the duties detailed in Phase 2 are assumed to be 
covered in Phase 1 under the term "support."
In regard to the Board of Water Well Contractors, Phase 1 
states that " . . .  the field offices will continue to perform field 
investigations as necessary" (Fritz, 1990). Tasks 1, 4, and 5 of 
Phase 2 are assumed to be additional duties that would be 
implemented under this phase.
2. Recommendations - Phase 2
If an additional FTE is acquired during Phases 1 or 2 for Board 
of Water Contractors tasks in proportion to each field office based 
on workload, the additional duties identified in Phase 2 may be 
accomplished.
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3. Phase 3. To Implement the remaining tasks identified by the
task force for the following programs:
• Surface/Groundwater Monitoring (Special Projects)
• State Water Projects
• Floodplain Management
• State Water Plan: Basin Planning
Surface/Groundwater Monitoring Tasks (Special Projects)
A. Collect special project data and measure water, e.g., seepage 
studies of state-owned canals located a reasonable distance from 
Helena.
B. Assist in maintaining measuring devices.
C. Perform special requests from water commissioners to measure 
head gates and ditches, check measuring devices, etc.
State Water Project Tasks
A. Attend annual meetings.
B. Collect data for various reservoirs (i.e., piezometer measurements 
and canal seepage studies).
C. Assist in monitoring land management leases (hay, land, and 
grazing) as required.
D. Assist (Engineering Bureau) in preliminary surveying for structures 
and land right-of-way as required.
E. Conduct project inspections and inventory.
F. Construct/inspect small structures.
G. Assist with the design of small structures as required (i.e., diversion 
structures, measuring devices, etc.).
H. Conduct research for project disposition (i.e., courthouse records).
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Floodplain Managennent Tasks
A. Respond to public requests for assistance, information, and copies 
of floodplain maps.
B. Maintain a floodplain map depository.
C. Assist in conducting field measurements and inspections.
State Water Plan Tasks
A. Assist in setting up basin advisory committees for local basins. 
(Membership approval needed from DNRC director and/or State 
Water Plan Advisory Council)
8. Provide administrative, organizational, and committee research 
assistance (e.g., set up meetings, mailings, minutes) contingent on 
field office staff resources and available time.
C. Provide technical assistance, e.g., legal, engineering, hydrology 
(combination field office and/or Helena, depending on issue and 
expertise).
D. Oversight and follow-up on plan implementation.
1. Evaluation - Phase 3
The duties of the Helena central office FTEs need to be closely 
examined. An increase in special monitoring projects, periodic 
survey or design assistance on state water projects, or 
development and support assistance in basin planning will likely 
require additional FTEs for the respective field offices.
One Engineering Bureau FTE was recently moved to the 
Billings field office. Based on this FTE, the assumption can be 
made that each office would donate one/ninth FTE, or 28 days
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per year, to Engineering Bureau tasks. The following table lists 
the number of days spent by each office on state water project 
tasks for FY 90. This data was obtained from accountability 
reports maintained by field managers.
Field Office State Water Project Duties - FY 90
Days/Year
Billings
Bozeman
Glasgow
Havre
Helena
11.5 
1.0 
0.9  
0
37.5
Kalispell 
Lewistown 
Miles City 
Missoula
0
27.3
0
0.2
2. Recommendation - Phase 3
Phase 1 recommends adding and/or shifting one or more 
positions to a field office or offices to carry out state water plan 
basin planning efforts, which would provide local access for 
developing the basin plan. This phase also supports the concept 
of increased emphasis on basin planning as opposed to statewide 
planning. Adding and/or shifting additional FTEs would be 
addressed under Phase 3 if this task has not received adequate 
staffing under Phase 1.
Currently under Phase 1, the field offices are carrying out 
Tasks 1, 2, and 3 under state water projects. As Tasks 4
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through 8 are phased in with surface/groundwater monitoring 
tasks, an additional FTE is expected to be needed in the field 
offices.
F. General Implementation Reflections
A review of the field office accountability reports shows that the 
following days were spent working in non-water rights programs during 
last fiscal year (FY 90).
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From reviewing the above table, it is apparent that the field offices are 
actively involved with tasks other than those identified by the task force in 
Section III. A potential solution may involve the task force examining other 
Engineering, Water Management, and Water Rights bureau tasks not 
identified under the six programs currently listed in Section III. Additional
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tasks that could be better handled by the field offices could be ranked by 
bureau Instead of individual program. Also readily apparent from field office 
accountability reports is a wide range of program activity accountability. 
Some offices maintain extensive, detailed accounts of time spent on various 
projects, while other offices keep only general accounts. This 
documentation would prove extremely useful in the future for determining 
additional field office FTE and budget allocations. One area not considered 
by the task force was whether the current water rights staff located in the 
field offices is sufficient to meet and comply with various water rights tasks- 
-an aspect that should be considered.
As the complexities of the field office's workload increases, support for 
training in the field and in Helena will become more imperative. As the 
number of varied duties are phased in, training must accompany these 
assignments and responsibilities.
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CONCLUSION
The results of this analysis recommend decentralization of the Water 
Resources Division through a phasing-in process over a number of years, 
decentralizing only those programs and tasks that would likely improve the 
public service provided by the Division. The suggested implementation plan 
is flexible and likely to change as the process proceeds. Noted authors in 
the area of public administration strongly support this approach. Jerome T. 
Murphy, for example, identifies the problems and results if decentralization is 
not approached with flexibility. Decentralization that is implemented 
suddenly brings "disappointing results . . . [that] are not only possible but 
probable” {Murphy, 1989, p. 808). For instance, morale problems and lack 
of participation and commitment from supervisors result because the issue 
was mandated or implemented too quickly. He also bears out one basic flaw 
of the thinking of many decentralizers: " . . .  to wit, one must choose 
between centralization and decentralization and stick with that choice" 
(Murphy, 1989, p. 808). This is a mistake because some portions of a 
program may warrant decentralization while others that do not. What works 
with one program may not work with another. Murphy further explains that 
this "either/or” thinking is accompanied by disillusionment that could derail 
some fundamental organizational reforms that are needed to meet and 
accomplish the organization's goals.
46
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This exact point was evident In discussions with Randy Mosley, 
Administrator, Field Operations Division, DSL. Prior to implementation,
DSL's decentralization plan was studied and formulated. However, it was 
an "either/or** choice, and full-scale implementation began on a specific date; 
there was little flexibility and no phasing in. Mr. Mosley explained that DSL 
administrators felt that a single disruption was better than dragging out the 
process over a number of years. In retrospect, however, he admits that 
after eight years DSL still faces some problems because of the rapid 
implementation of the process. In the long run, he feels that another 
implementation method may have provided a smoother transition.
Murphy further states, "A dynamic, ever-changing system of 
decentralization and centralization balances the benefits of local 
administrative autonomy with the pursuit of unified goals and blends local 
leadership with central leadership in a system that helps each level to 
understand its responsibilities, limitations, and prerogatives" (Murphy, 1989, 
p. 809). The proposed plan seeks to obtain such a system, and 
implementation of a flexible system is a key element of the success of this 
process. Further identifying and describing the responsibilities, limitations, 
and prerogatives of both the central leadership and field supervisors is an 
important next step in the decentralization process. This paper includes 
general suggestions regarding decentralization's administrative aspects; 
however, detailed, concise, and mutually agreed-upon responsibilities need
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to be developed prior to proceeding with decentralization.
Other merits of decentralization that would benefit the division include
decision-making at the field office level, where a better understanding of the
issue exists. Making decisions at the field level instead of a centralized
location spreads out the decision-making process, resulting in more informed
decisions. Many more people are making decisions — and in a more timely
fashion. "A virtue of decentralized decision-making is that no one, or no
group of people, has to know what millions of people know" (McKenzie,
1985, p. 110). McKenzie further explains that decentralization affords many
more informed people away from a centralized location to be involved in the
decision-making process. He states: "This further increases the benefits of
decentralization because it affords people a great deal of freedom from the
drives and whims of people in central authority" (McKenzie, 1985, p. 110)
Herbert Kaufman, another noted author in the field of public
administration, observed a possible demerit or future criticism of
decentralization. He states:
Economics of scale, which are admittedly overstated very 
frequently, nevertheless do exist, and the multiplication of 
overhead cost in local units will divert some resources from 
substantive programs to administrative housekeeping.
Inevitably, all these costs will be regarded by those 
concerned with representativeness as well worth paying, but 
the accumulation of such grievances over time will inspire a 
clamor for unification and consolidation (Kaufman, 1969, 
p. 2).
This point is well made and should be seriously considered at every step and
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phase of implementation. A question that must be asked often is whether 
the tasks and programs under consideration for decentralization might be 
reinstated to centralization should such a clamor demand proof of their cost- 
effectiveness. The identified tasks and programs must not only benefit the 
public service but also be efficiently and cost-effectively decentralized.
The recommendations outlined in this paper identify a cautious, pliable, 
"see-how-it-goes" system of decentralization that balances the Division's 
revenue resources with public needs. The phased-in approach is flexible 
with the existing Division budget and is subject to experiment during its 
initiation.
It has been determined through this analysis that the initial phases of 
decentralization within the Division are possible given the limits of no 
additional budget and FTEs. If successful, however, further decentralization 
will require additional revenue and FTEs. This will only be possible through 
legislative action initiated by the public. It is unlikely that additional revenue 
to complete decentralization will be found within the existing Department 
budget.
The recommendations on structuring and implementation for the initial 
phases of decentralization are also realistic and can be accomplished within 
the constraints of the Division. Moreover, all of the recommendations have 
been arrived at through a consensus of everyone involved — the existing 
centralized and decentralized staff.
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Field Office Orga^zation 
April 13, 1990
After considerable discussion, I propose some changes in the field office duties and organization, with the understanding that this proposal is not blasted in granite but is merely scratched in bentonite, open to suggestions from each of you. First, I want to thank those of you who submitted suggestions and ideas to me. Your comments were extremely helpful and overwhelmingly in favor of continuing to decentralize our responsibilities. I say "continue* because over the last few years the field offices have taken on tasks in addition to their usual water right jobs.
FIELD OFFICE REORGANIZATION
PURPOSE
The purpose of the proposed reorganization is to provide better service to Hontanans through additional decentralization of the Water Resources Division’s functions. Presently, the field offices are responsible for the water rights program and provide a necessary role in taking government out of Helena and closer to water users. The proposal would make the field offices responsible for the implementation of all Water Resources Division tasks. The reorganization would enhance the concept of making government more accessible to Hontanans, as well as increasing efficiency by relying more on employees closer to the water resource and water user. This change is not proposed because the present organization is not working, but because there is the opportunity for even better service to our customers.
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As Indicated previously, the field offices would be responsible for the Implementation of all Water Resources Division programs. From a practical standpoint, however, this responsibility would be limited to the following programs :
1. Water Rights New Appropriations2. Water Rights Adjudication3. Board of Water Well Contractors
4 . Dam Safety5. State-Owned Water Projects6. Ground- and Surface-Water Monitoring7. Floodplaln Management8. State Water Plan - Basin Issues
Specific duties to be assumed immediately by the field offices are listed below.
1. State Water Projects. The field offices would be responsible for the following duties :a. Attendance at annual meetings, including necessary followup.b. Handle all routine work (hard to define but can be determined over a period of time), problems, and assistance requested by water users.c. All water right matters would be handled by the Helena office, as well as duties that may have statewide sensitivity.
2. Special Projects. An increased effort will be made to transfer special projects to the field offices. For example, the Battle Creek storage site responsibilities would not be transferred because they involve negotiations with Saskatchewan that may impact other areas of the state. The field office would continue to handle portions of that effort. On the other hand, future state water plan basin planning efforts would be conducted by the field offices. Water availability studies and hydrologie studies would be completed by the field offices where possible.
3. Board of Water well Contractors. The field offices will continue to perform field investigations as necessary.
4 . Dam Safety. The field offices will continue to provide support to the dam safety program.
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Of course, a wholesale transfer of work from Helena to the field offices is not possible without a corresponding transfer of personnel and funds. Such a transfer can only take place over a period of time; consequently, the immediate change in tasks at the field office level will not be major. The fundamental immediate change needs to be one of changed perspective; that is, the field office personnel— especially the managers— wi11 have to incorporate more responsibilities into their scope of thinking.
It is important to note that the field offices are already performing many non-water right tasks. The reorganization will clarify that the field office is responsible for performing these duties. As Bob Larson indicated, it changes the field office ■romance" with those non-water right jobs to a "marriage." The major change is that the field office will now be committed to these programs. Actually, the major change may be that the division will rely more on the local expertise of the field offices; that is, the field office personnel will be consulted more in program planning and policy formulation.
A task force will continue to evaluate responsibilities to be added to the field offices. This task force will be comprised of the following employees;
Greg Ames, Chairman Bob Arrington Keith Kerbel Bob Larsen Hel HcBeath Terri McLaughlin Lynda Saul
This task force will prepare a report to be submitted to roe by August 1, 1990, recommending program and project transfers to the field offices, as well as budget and staffing changes needed to accomplish the transfer. The task force should consider any alternatives it feels relevant to the question of decentralization.
O R G A N IZ A T IO N
If the field offices are to be division-oriented rather than bureau-specific, it makes sense that the organization will need to change. It seems most appropriate to me that the field office managers would be supervised by an assistant administrator. The assistant administrator would be responsible for ensuring that all field office tasks are completed within deadlines and that priorities are properly assigned so that the most critical work
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is completed prior to other jobs. The assistant would have to work closely with all bureau chiefs in order to understand the work that needs to be accomplished.
The other change is peripheral to the organization of the field offices. I am suggesting that all regulatory programs (water rights, floodplaln management. Board of Water Well Contractors, weather modification permitting and licensing, dam safety) be placed in one bureau. However, I do not feel as strongly about this change as that concerning the field offices.
PVDCFTAND ...STAmiîg
While continuing to decentralize field office responsibilities makes a lot of sense, it is quite another problem to ensure that they have sufficient staff to carry out these responsibilities.In response to the immediate tasks to be transferred to the field offices, an engineer position now in the Engineering Bureau will be transferred to the Billings field office. Engineers in all field offices then will be expected to fulfill state water project work. Because the Missoula, Helena, Lewistown, and Billings offices will handle the bulk of these duties, the addition of one FTE to Billings means an average of .25 FTE added to these offices. You see, budget averages are not much more meaningful than hydrologie averages.
Additional positions will be transferred to appropriate field offices as needed and as they become available, either through vacancies or the budget process.
GF:rmb
cc: Greg AmesBob Arrington Mel McBeath Terri McLaughlin Lynda Saul
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TABLE 3  
BtUJNGS FIELD OFFICE
<11 <21 <31 <41
Handled w /
EMadng Raguirae Raqulrea P o f
R»ld Offio* IHtorfty Kanklnf Budget & Addidenal Addidenal Ttmeei
Staff Staff Budget Veer
*1 A. 0am Ssfaty Taaka
1. Act a# point of contact for ownora X 10
2. Aecopt applicatioma/fiWng faa;
a. Surway croaa aaetiona X 3
b. Chock fuuarda dewnotraam X 2
C. Vatify raaarvoir donanaiona X 1
d Chock applicationa X 1
2 Aaaiat with fiald Invaatlgatlona: X 3
a. Pfoliminary raooureo analyaia X 3
b. Factwai fioW auppon data X 1
c. Expodito ctasoification procaislng X
4. Porform aimpio dam broak analyaia, updata dam invantory.
locato currant ownora X
S. Perform periodic inepactiona during rapair and modification X
A. Aaaiat in amaroartcy aaaiatartco:
a. Rnd owttara X
b. Coordinate with DES X
c. Direct aetiona for public aafety X
7. Moititor rainfall, dam problème, and potential dam failurea X 1
8. Aaaiat with public workahopa and awareneaa programa X
#2 B Board of Water Well Contractora
1, Provide information X SO
2. Invaatigate complainte X X 27
3. Invaatigate unlieertaed drill era X X 6
4. Adminiatar axama X 8
8. Provide trairting for licenaeea X
#3 C. Surface/Groundwater Monitoring (Special Projectal
1. Special data collection and water meaauring X 15
2. Aaaiat in maintenanea of meaauring devieea X 7 7 2
3. Perform apecial redueata from water commiaaionera X 7 3
P4 D. State Water Projecta
1. Attend annual meetinga X X 3
2. Collaction of data X IS
3. Aaaiat in monitorirtg land martagemant leaaea X 2
4. Aaaiat in aurvaying atiucturaa and land right of way ? X
6. Project inapeetion and inventory X 1
8. Conatrwction/inapectien of amaM atrueturaa X
7, Aaaiat In tfie deaign of ameW atructwroa X
8 . Raaaarch for project diapoaition X
PS E. Roodplain Management
1. Provide public aaaiatanco X 2
2. Maintain floodpiain mapa X
3 Aaaiat in field work X
PS F. Slate Water Plan: Baain Planning
1. Aaaiat in aarting up baain adviaory committaea X X
2. Provide adminiatrativa, organisational, and eomrrattee X X
raaaarch aaaiatance
3 Provide technical aaaiatance X 1
4. Ovaraight arid follow up on plan implementation X X
TOTAL NON-WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR = 561.S HOURS
S6
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TABLE 3  
BOZBMAN FIELD OFFICE
11) 12) 13) 14)
Hattdlad w f
Extating Requlraa Requbea # o f
ONtes Friorfty Ranking Budget & Additional Additional tinwa/
Staff Staff Budget Year
*5 A. 0am Safety Taaka
1. Act aa point of contact for ownora X 4
2. Accept appKcationa/filiitg faa:
a. Survey eroaa-aactiona X 1
b. Check haiarda downatraam X 1
0 . Verify raaarvoir dimanaiona X 1
d. Check applioationa X 3
2 Aaaiat with field invaatigatiofta:
a. Pralimirtary raaouroa analyaia X X 1
b. Factual fiald auppon data X X 1
e. Expedite claaaification procaaaing X X
4. Perform aimple dam break analyaia. update dam Inventory.
locate current ownera X 1
5. Perform periodic inapectiona during rapair and modification X
0. Aaaiat in amergerrcy aaaiatance:
a. Find owrtera X
b. Coordirrate with DES X
e. Direct aetiona for public aafety X
7. Monitor rainfall, dam problème, and potential dam failurea X
#. Aaaiat with public workahopa artd awaranaea programa X
#4 B. Board of Water Wall Contractora
1. Provide information X 10
2. Invaatigate complainte X 2
3. Invaatigate unlieenaed drillara X 1
4. Adminiatar axama X 4
5. Provide training for licanaaaa X
«1 C. Surface/Groundwater Monitoring ISpecial Projecta)
1. Special data collection and water meaauring X 12
2. Aaaiat in maintenance of meaauring devicaa X 0
3. Perform apecial requeata from water commiaaionera X 0
#2 D. State Water Projecta
1. Attend amrtual meetinga X 10
2 Collection of data X 0
3. Aaaiat in monitoring land ntonagemant laaaaa X X
4. Aaaiat in aurvaying atrueturaa and land right-of-way X X
5  Project inapeetion and inventory X
0. Conatruction/inapactron of amaM atrueturaa X
7. Aaaiat in the daaign of amaM atrticturaa X
#. Raaaarch for project diapoaition X
#3 E. Floodpiain Management
1. Provide public aaaiatance X 12
2. Maintain floodpiain mapa X
3. Aaaiat in field work X
«5 F. State Water Plan: Baain Plannirtg
1. Aaaiat in aettirtg up baain adviaory corttmrttaaa X
2. Provide adminiatrativa. orgaitixational, and committaa
raaaarch aaeiatartca J X
3 Provide technical aaaiatartea X X
4. Ovaraight and follow-up on plan implementation X X
TOTAL NON-WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR -  118 HOURS
57
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TABLE 3  
GLASGOW FIELD OFFICE
n«M M ofitv  Rwikinff
111 w/
Csiatint
■«Mfgvt a  awH
121
a «qWr##
A4<iitlon«lat»f«
131
R*vAm
Additional
Sudpai
Idl
# o f
TWnaa/
Vaar
*1 A. Dam Safotv Taaka
1. Act aa point of contact for ownora
2. Aocapt applieatiofw/rilirvg faa;
- a. Survay eroaa-aactiona 
b. Chack haiarda downatraam 
e. Varify raaarvoir dimanaiona 
d Chock applicationa
X
X
X
X
3. Aaaiat with field invaatigationa: X
a. Preliminary raaourca analyaia X
b. Factual fiald aupport data X
c. Expedite claaaification preeaaaing X
4. Perform aimpla dam break analyaia. update dam invantory.
locate currant owrtera
5. Perform periodic intpactiorta durirtg repair and modification
6. Aaaiat in amargartcy aaaiatartea:
a. Rrtd ownara X
b. Coordinate with DES X
c. Direct aetiona for public aafety X
7. Monitor rainfali, dam problama, artd potential dam failuraa X
8. Aaaiat with public workahopa and awaranaea programa X
*2  B. Board of Water Wall Contractora
1. Prowida information
2. Invaatigata eompiainta
3. Invaatigata unlicanaad dfWlara
4. Adminiatar axama 
______ S. Provide training for licanaaaa
X
X
X
X
X
#3 C. Surfaoa/Groundwaiar Monitoring (Spacial Proiacta)
1. Spacial data collaction and watar ntaaauring
2. Aaaiat in maintananca of maaauring davicoa
3. Perform apecial raquaata from watar commiaaionera
X
X
X
f6  D. State Watar Proiacta
1. Attend anttual maatinge 
2 Collaction of data
3. Aaaiat In monitoring land ntanagamant laaaaa
4. Aaaiat in aurvayittg atrueturaa arid land right-of-way
5. Proiact inapeetion and inventory
6. Conatruetion/lnapaetion of email atrueturaa
7. Aaaiat in the daaign of email atrueturaa 
B. Waaaarch for proiact diapoaition
X
X
X
X
aoma
X
X
X
#S E. Roodplain Managamant
1. Provide public aaaiatance
2 Maintain floodplaln rrtapa
3 Aaaiat in field work
X
X
X
#4 P. State Watar Ran: Baain Manning
1. Aaaiat in aattir*g up baain adviaory cenwnittaaa
2 Provide adminiatrativa. organizational, and committaa 
raaaarch aaaiatartea
3 Provida technical aaaiatartea
4. Ovaraight artd follow-up on plan implamantation
X
X
aoma
aoma
TOTAL NON WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR .  386 HOURS
SB
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TABLE 3  
HAVRE FIELD OFFICE
nt (21 <31 (41
Handtad w /
Ealating Maqulraa Raqulraa •  of
FtoM Rtnklng Budget B Additional Additional Tlmaa/
Staff Staff Budget Vaar
«1 A. Dam Safety Taaka
1. Act aa point of eontaet for ownara X 150
2. Aeoapt appKcaiionaffilinfl faa:
a. Swrvay eroaa-aaetiorto X S
b. Chack hatarda downatraam X s
c. Varify raaarvoir dimartaiona X s
d Chack applicationa X 6
3. Aaaiat with Said invaatigationa: X 6
a. Preliminary raaourca analyaia X 6
b. Factual fiald aupport data X 6
c. Expedita claaaification proeaaaing X e
4. Perform aimpla dam break analyaia. update dam invantory.
locate currant ownara X 24
S. Perform periodic inapectiona during rapair artd modification X 2
6. Aaaiat in amargartcy aaaiatartea:
a. Find owrtera X 2
b. Coordirtata with DES X 2
c. Direct aetiona for public aafaty X ? 2
7. Mortitor rainfall, dam problama, and potential dam failuraa X ongoing
8. Aaaiat with public workahopa artd awaranaea programa X 1 1
»2 B. Board of Watar Wall Contractora
1. Provida information X 30
2. Invaatigata complainte X ? S
3. Invaatigata urtkcanaad drillara X ? S
4. Adminiatar axama X
5. Provide training for licanaaaa X
»A C. Surf aea/G round watar Monitoring (Special Projecta)
1. Special data collaction artd watar meaauring X X
2. Aaaiat in maintananca of meaauring devicaa X X
3. Perform apecial raquaata from watar commiaaionera X X
#5 D. State Watar Projecta
1. Attend annual meetinga X
2. Collection of data X X
3. Aaaiat in mortitoring lartd rttartagamartt laaaaa X
4. Aaaiat itr aurvaying atrueturaa and lartd right-of-way X
S. Project irtapaction artd intrantory X
S. Cortatruetion/inapaetien of amall atrueturaa X X
7. Aaaiat in the daaign of amaW atrueturaa X
#. Raaaarch for project diapoaition X
E. Floodpiain Managamant
1. Provide public aaaiatance X
2. Maintain floodpiain mapa X
3. Aaaiat in field work X
«« F. State Watar Plan: Baain Planrting
1. Aaaiat in aattirtg up baain adtriaory committaea X X
2. Provida adminiatrativa. orgartizatiortal. and committaa X X
raaaarch aaaiatartea
3. Provida technical aaaiatartea X
4. Otraraight artd follow-up on plan implamantation X X
TOTAL NON-WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR -  754.25 HOURS
B9
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TABLE 3  
HELENA RELO OFFICE
ID 121 131 14)
Handled w l
Emiating Raguiraa Raqulraa #0f
FWW Otflo* PriOfiTy Ranklnfl Budget & Additional Additional Tlmaa/
StoM StaM Budget Vaar
«3 A. Oam S«f«tv T##k#
1. Act ## point of contact for ownara X 1
2. Aocapt appUcationaffUing faa:
a. Swrvay croaa-aactiona X
b. Chock hazarda downatraam X
0 Varify raaarvoir dimanaiona X 13
d Chack applicationa X
3. Aaaiat with fiald Invaatigationa: X
a. Preliminary raaourca analyaia X
b Factual fiald aupport data X X 3
c. Cxpadita claaaification proeaaaing X X
4. Parform aimpla dam break analyaia, updata dam invantory,
loeata currant ownara X X
5. Parform periodic inapactiorta during rapair artd modification X X
S. Aaaiat in omargancy aaaiatartea:
a. Piitd ownara X
b. Coordirtata with DES X
e Direct aetiona for public aafaty X
7. Mortitor rainfall, dam problama, artd potential dam failuraa X X
t .  Aaaiat with public workahopa artd awarartaaa programa X
#2 B. Board of Watar Wall Contractora
1. Provida information X
2. Invaatigata eompiainta X 4
3 Invaatigata unlicanaad drillara X 4
4. Adminiatar axama X
S. Provide training for licanaaaa X
04 C. Surfaca/Growrtdwatar Monitorirtg ISpaeial Projaeta)
1. Special data collaction artd water meaauring X X X 40
2. Aaaiat In maintanartca of ntaaauring datricaa X X X 10
3 Parfomt apecial raguaata from watar cemmiaaionara X
01 0 . State Watar Projaeta
1. Attartd anttual maatinga X 3
2 Collaction of data X X
3 Aaaiat in monitoring land martagamant laaaaa X X
4. Aaaiat in aurvaying atrueturaa and lartd right-of-way X
5. Proiact inapacbon and invantory X X
B. CortatrwctionAnapacdon of amall atrueturaa X
7. Aaaiat in the daaign of arttall atrueturaa X
i. Raaaarch for project diapoaition X
0S E. Roodplain Managamant
1. Provida public aaaiatanco X
2 Maintain floodplaln mapa X
3. Aaaiat in field work X
#6 F. State Watar Man: Baain Planning
1. Aaaiat in aatting up baain adviaory cemmittaaa X
2. Prowda adminiatradtra, organizational, artd committaa
raaaarch aaaiatartea X
3. Provida technical aaaiatanca X 2
4. Ovaraight and follow-up on plan implamantation X X
TOTAL NON-WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR «  700 HOURS
so
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TABLE 3
KAUSPELl FIELD OFFICE
(1) 12) (31 (41
Hartdlad w /
Exiating Raqulraa Raqulraa *  e(
n#W M ortty lUnkIng Budget & Additional Additiortai Tlmaa/
Staff Staff Budget Year
«1 A. D#m S«f»ty T##k#
1. Act ## point of eontoct for ownoro X 2
2. Acctpt appUcationo/filir»o f##:
#. Survov oro#« oootion# X
b. Chock hozordo tfownotroom X 1
c. Vofity fooorveir dimonoion# X 1
d Chock appKcotiona X
3. Aooiot with fiold invoodgotiono: X 2
#. Prolimirtory rooourco onotyoio X 2
b. Foctuol fioW aupport data X t
0 Expodito elaaoifieation proeoooing X
4. Porform aimpio dam brook analyaia, updato dam invantory.
locate currant ownora X 52
S. Parform periodic inapectiona during rapair and modification X
6. Aaaiat in omorgortcy aaaiatanco:
a. Firtd owrtera X t
b. Coordinota with DES X , 1
c. Direct aetiona for public aafaty X 1
7. Mortitor roinfall, dam problama, and potential dam failuraa X 6
>. Aaaiat with public workahopa and awareneaa programa X
#2 B. Etoard of Water WoH Contractora
1. Provide information X S
2. Invaatigate complainte X 4
3. Invoatigote urtliconaed drillara X 1
4. Admirtiator axama X 4
S Provide trairting for liconaeoa X
#3 C. Surface/Grourtdwater Mortitoring (Special Projecta)
1. Special data collection and water meaauring X 15
2. Aaaiat in maintananca of ntaaauring devicaa X 4
3. Perform apecial raquaata from water commiaaionera X
#e D. State Watar Projecta
1. Attend annual meetinga X
2. Collaction of data X
3 Aaaiat in monitorirtg lartd managamant laaaaa X
4. Aaaiat in aurvaying atrueturaa and lartd right of way X
5. Project Inapaebon and intrantory X
e, Cortatrueban/lrtapaction of amall atrueturaa X
7. Aaaiat in the daaign of amall atrueturaa X
#. Raaaarch for project diapoaition X 1
#4 E. Roodplain Managanvartt
1. Provida public aaoiaianca X
2. Maintain floodpiain mapa X
3. Aaaiat la field work X
#5 P. State Watar Man: Baain Martning
1. Aaaiat in aattirtg up baain adviaory eommlttaaa X
2 Provida adminiatrativa. organitational, and comnûttaa
raaaarch aaaiatanca X
3. Provide technical aaaiatartea X
4. Otraraight artd follow-up on plan implamantation X
TOTAL NON WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR -  191.5 HOURS
•1
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TABLE 3  
LEWISTOWN FIELD OFFICE
<1) 12) 131 14)
Handled m l
Exiating Raqulraa Raqulraa # o f
Ft*M OHie* Priority H*nk(nt Budget & Additional Additional Tlmaa/
Staff Staff Budget Vaar
#2 A. Dam Safaty Taaka
1. Act aa point of contact for ownara X X S
2. Accapt applicaiiona/fUino faa:
a. Survay croaa-aactiona X S
b. Chack hazarda downatraam X 212
C. Varify raaarvoir dimanaiona X 7
d Chack applicationa X 3
3 . Aaaiat with fiald invaatigationa: X X 5
a. Preliminary raaourca analyaia X X 8
b. Factual Raid aupport data X X 8
c. Cxpadita daaaification proeaaaing X X 212
4. Parform aimpla dam braak artalyaia, updata dam invantory.
locato currant ownora X X 212
5. Porform poriodic inapoctiona during rapair and modiRcation X
6. Aaaiat in omargancy aaaiatartea;
a. Find ownora X
b Coordinate with DES X
C. Direct aetiona for public aafaty X
7. Mortitor rainfall, dam problama, and potantiat dam failuraa X X 1
8. Aaaiat with public workahopa artd awaranata programa X X 1
«3 B. Board of Watar WaN Contractora
1. Provida information X 8
2. Invaatigata eompiainta X 6
3. Invaatigata urtlieartaad drillara X 2
4. Adnrtiniatar axama X 2
S. Provida trairting for licanaaaa X
#4 C Surfaca/Grourtd watar Mortitoring (Spacial Proiacta)
1. Spacial data collaction and water maaaurirtg X X 24
2. Aaaiat in maintananca of meaauring devicaa X X
3. Parform apecial raquaata from watar commiaaiortara X X
«1 D. State Watar Proiacta
1. Attend anrtual maatinga X 11
2. Collaction of data %
3 Aaaiat in ntonitorirtg lartd managamant laaaaa X X
4. Aaaiat in aurvaying atrueturaa artd land right-of-way X 12
S. Proiact irtapaction and invantory X X
6. Cortatruotion/inapaetion of amall atrueturaa X X
7. Aaaiat In the daaign of amaM atrueturaa X
8. Raaaarch for project diapoaition X X
#6 E. Floodpiain Managarttant
1. Provida public aaaiatanca X
2. Maintain floodpiain mapa X
3 Aaaiat in Raid work X
#6 F. State Watar Plan: Baain Martrting
1, Aaaiat in aatting up baain adviaory committaea X
2. Provida adminiatrativa, orgartizatiortal, artd committaa
raaaarch aaaiatanca X
3. provida tacfirtical aaaiatartea X X
4. Ovaraight and follow-up on plan implamantation X X
TOTAL NON-WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR «  497 HOURS
62
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TABLE 3
MILES CITY FIELD OFFICE
i l l 121 131 141
Handled tw/
(Exiating naqulraa Raqulraa «O f
FwM Olfie* 6»to«hy Itonklng Btrdgat & Additional Additiortai Tintae/
Btaff Staff Budget Yaw
#1 A. Own Saf«tv Taaka
1. Act aa paint at eantact far ownara X 6
a. Accapt appKcatiana/RNng faa:
a. Survay erca# aactiarta X 2
b. Cftack haiarda downatraam X 4
c. Varify raaarvoir dimanaiona X 4
d. Chack applicationa X 3
3. Aaaiat with field invaadgatiorta; ? 4
a. Aratiminary raaourca analyaia ? 4
b. Factual fiald aupport data 7 4
e. Expadita claaaification proeaaaing 7 4
4. Parform aimpla dam braak analyaia. updata dam invantory.
loeata currant ownara X 1
S. Parform periodic inapectiona during rapair artd modification X
6. Aaaiat in amargartcy aaaiatanca;
a. Find ownara X
b. Coordirtata with DES X
c. Direct aetiona for public aafaty X
7. Monitor rainfall, drun problama, artd potential dam failuraa 7 1
6. Aaaiat with public workahopa and awarartaaa programa X 1
*2 B. Board of Watar Wail Contractora
1. Provida information X 6
2. Int/aatigata eontplainta X
3. Irttraatigata urtlieanaad drillara X 1
4. Adminiatar axama X 2
5. Provida training for licanaaaa X
«3 C. Surf aca/Grourtd watar Monitoring (Special Projeta)
1. Spacial data collection and watar meaauring 7
2. Aaaiat in maintananca of maaaurirtg devicaa 7
3. Parform apecial raquaata from watar commiaaionera 7
«5 D State Watar Projaeta
1. Attartd annual maatinga X 1
2 Collaction of data X 2
3 Aaaiat in ntonitoring lartd martagamant laaaaa X
4. Aaaiat in aurvaying atrueturaa artd lartd right-of-way
S. Projact irtafiaction artd intrarttory X
6. Cortatruotion/inapaetion of amaN atrueturaa 7
7. Aaaiat irt tha daaign of amall atrueturaa 7
B. Maaaareh for project diapoaition X .
#6 E. Floodpiain Martagamartt
1. Provida public aaaiatartea X
2. Maintain floodpiain mapa X
3 . Aaaiat in fiald work 7
«4 F. Stata Watar Plan: Baain Plannirtg
1. Aaaiat in aattirtg up baain adtriaory eommlttaaa X
2 Provida adminiatrativa. orgartizatiortal, artd committaa
raaaarch aaaiatartea X
3 Provida taehrticd aaaiatartco 7
4. Ovaraight and follow-up on plan implamantation 7
TOTAL NON-WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR »  1 1 3  HOURS
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TABLE 3  
MISSOULA FIELD OFFICE
(11 (21 (3i (41
Handled w /
Cate ting Raqulraa Raqulraa *of
Offlua M ofhy Rankin# Budget 8t Additional Additiortai Tlrrtaa/
Staff Staff Budget Vaar
#2 A. Oam Safaty Taaka
1. Act aa point of contact for ownara X
2. Accapt applieaiiona/filingi faa:
. a. Survay eroaa-aactiona X
b Chack hazard# downatraam X
c. Varify raaarvoir dimanaiona X
d. Chack applieatiorta X
3. Aaaiat with fiakf invaatigationa: X
a. Pralimlitary raaourca analyaia X
b. Factual fiald aupport data X
c. Expedite claaaification proeaaaing X
4. Parform aimpla dam braak analyaia. updata dam inventory.
locete current ownara X
5. Perform periodic inapectiona during repair artd modification X
S. Aaaiat in amargartcy aaaiatanca:
a. Find owrtera X
b. Coordinate with DES X
C. Direct action# for public aafety X
7. Mortitor rainfall, dam problem#. artd potential dam failure# X
8. Aaaiat with public workahopa artd aweraneaa program# X
#1 B. Board of Water WeH Contractora
1. Protnda information X X
2. Invaatigate complainte X X
3 Invaatigate unlieertaed drillara X X
4. Admirtiater axama X
8. Provida trairting for licenaeea X X
«6 C Surfaca/G roundwatar Monitoring (Special Proiacta)
1. Special data collection artd water meaauring X X
2 Aaaiat m maintananca of rttaaauring device# X X
3 Perform apecial raqueata from water commiaaionera X X
«3 D. State Water Projecta
1. Attend annual maatinga X
2 Collection of data X X
3. Aaaiat in monitoring land management laaaaa X X
4. Aaaiat in aurvaying atrueturaa artd land right-of-way X X
8. Projact irtapaction and Invantory X X
S. Conatruction/inapection of email atrueturaa X X
7 Aaaiat in the daaign of arttall atiucturaa X Xg. Raaaarch for project diapoaition X X
#4 E. Floodpiain Monagemartt
1. Provide pubKe aaaiatartea X
2. Maintain floodpiain map# X
3. Aa#i#t In fiaW work X X
#S F. Stata Water Plan: Baain Plaitnirtg
1. AeWat in aattirtg up baain adviaory eontnthteee X
2. Provide adminiatratitra, orgartizatiortal, artd comrrxttaa
raaaarch aaaiatance X X
3. Provida technical aaaiatartea X X
4, Ovaraight artd follow up on plan implementation X X
TOTAL NON-WATER RIGHT HOURS/YEAR «  ? po  Mgr didn't raagond.
S4
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